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OUTSIDE ROENICH, BABYLON
KERENSKY CLUSTER
13 JUNE 2854
1530 BST

Anja waited halfway patiently in the sti� ing cockpit. An hour and a 
half of laying low, waiting for the Coyotes, was taking its toll. Part of her 
knew that this waiting game only favored her. The other part wanted to 
� nish this Trial and be done with it.

“Venom Command, this is Coil Command, over.” Her XO, Star Com-
mander Wallace, was young and it showed in his voice.

“I read you, Coil Command, over.”
“Sir, we have got movement on the edges.”
Finally, something was happening. She adjusted her grip on her joy-

stick, feeling the hard plastic beneath her hand, the unyielding surface 
assuring her that her ’Mech would not crumble under enemy � re.

“Roger, Coil. They have two jumpers, the Horned Owls. Light them up 
as soon as you see them. And stick to zellbrigen, over.”

“Rog…” Wallace’s reply was cut o�  by gun� re. In her tactical display, 
Anja saw that three of her units had engaged the enemy. Likely their 
screening force of light ’Mechs. Again using her keyboard, she calmly 
opened a channel to her entire unit.

“Cobras, hold that line fast. We have their recon engaged, so their 
main force will need to either get down into the wadi or run up and 
down on the edges. I want you to engage the � rst opponent you can and 
keep them in front of you. Good hunting, over.”

She smiled, feeling an elation she had only recently discovered. As 
a younger warrior she would have charged ahead and left one of her 
subordinates to cover the rear. Now she wanted to see her success on 
a grander scale, as her unit captured glory for her. Blue dots indicating 
the enemy closed on the red dots indicating her forces. The Horned Owls 
jumped around, followed by her Gri�  n and Shadow Hawk, both slower 
but ten tons heavier than their opponents. The rest of the forces made a 
ragged but respectable line about 150 meters apart, like some old Terran 
forces � ghting in the trenches.

Anja’s smile faded as she watched � ve of the blue dots surge forward 
over 200 meters behind her line. She smacked the display. Her hand 
stung. There was no way they could move that fast over broken terrain. 
Voices erupted through her earpieces.

“Sir, they are behind us!”
“Pull back!”
“Hold the lights, I—”
“They are jumpers!”

CITY OF ROENICH, BABYLON
KERENSKY CLUSTER
13 JUNE 2854
1330 BST

Star Captain Anja Halstead sat in the cockpit of her Great Wyrm, 
waiting for the report to come through from her advanced scouts. When 
the Coyotes issued their batchall for Roenich, they had listed most of 
their forces as piloting some new ’Mech massing forty-� ve tons. It wasn’t 
unlike that Clan to trot out a new design and test it in battle over some 
nearly insigni� cant goal, but Roenich was a mining town of signi� cance. 
Anja’s bid had included a Star of solahma to contest the enemy’s landing, 
but more importantly to gather intelligence on this new ’Mech.

A breeze � owed through the open cockpit. The spring air was a 
refreshing reminder of what made Roenich more than just a resource. 
She raised her bottle to toast the wind then tossed back a swig of the 
arti� cially orange-� avored drink.

“Venom Command, this is Eyes One, over.” The old man’s voice cut 
through minor static. A hint of sadness, likely of being the one to retreat 
and report rather than � nd some restoration of honor in a � ghting death, 
� lled his voice

Anja tapped the respond key on her keyboard. “I read you, Eyes. Give 
us your sitrep, over.” She opened the transmission to her entire Trinary. Or 
rather, Binary, now that the solahma Star had spent itself.

“We encountered a Binary of ’Mechs, including a Hussar which we de-
stroyed. Half of these were new, likely that Coyotl included in the batchall. 
It has an arm-mounted PPC, ten LRMs, a quad Streak and a medium pulse 
laser. Seemed to top out at 120 klicks or so, no jump capacity. When we 
pulled back….” A hiss of static interrupted the transmission as the scout 
hovercraft passed through the rough terrain outside of Roenich.

“Repeat that, Eyes. Over.”
“A� . Top speed 120, no jump capacity. They went back into the Drop-

Ship to top o�  their ammo. One of these Coyotls has a scar where I got 
them over the cockpit. End sitrep. Over.”

“Head back to base, Eyes One. Over and out.” A tap of the keyboard 
switched the communication system over to her Binary. “Alright troops, 
we are going to hunker down in the wadis north of the city. That bro-
ken terrain will limit their mobility. I want the jumpers in between the 
non-jumpers. Let us roll out.” As she closed her canopy, Anja frowned 
in disappointment, no doubt adding to the wrinkles that the Babylon 
sun had given her in twenty-nine years of life. She was sacri� cing some 
of her force’s advantage by reducing the engagement to close range, 
but taking even more from the enemy. She would have preferred to 
sacri� ce none.

Changes,
They are the Times
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energy weapon, no doubt a pulse, swinging into line with her while the 
missile launchers loaded another salvo. 

But all she could see was the cockpit. A gouge ran across it, like 
an eye patch on a giant metal frog. Her body was in motion, aim-
ing weapons and juking her forty-five ton machine while backing 
up.  What were the consequences of such a new machine? One able 
to change weaponry in minutes instead of days? An alert beeped as 
one of the enemy’s Streak launchers found a lock and fired. The noise 
brought her to the moment. It wasn’t her job to figure it out. It was 
her job to fight.

She mashed the trigger to � re all of her weapons. About half hit 
the enemy ’Mech, the lasers causing the most damage as they melted 
over a ton of armor. Explosive shells from her autocannon popped like 
� reworks across the enemy’s leg while both of their machines rocked as 
missiles peppered them. She turned her ’Mech to the left and ran up the 
wall of the wadi, trying to � nd a way to put some distance between her 
and the Coyotl. A glance at the amount of red on the wireframe display 
of her ’Mech’ told her she was coming out on the poor end of close-
quarters exchanges.

A wave of heat washed over her cabin as the cooling system failed to 
keep up with the heat her ’Mech was generating. She � red her cannons 
and missiles again as her opponent leapt out of the wadi to shoot at her. 
A few shells exploded across the Coyote’s machine but it was too little. 
She watched as the red dots on her tactical display disappeared faster. 
This wouldn’t be the only battle the Coyotes would win with these new 
machines. But would they ever lose?

Adrenaline surged through her veins but she didn’t let it overwhelm 
her. Instead, she focused it into activity. Tapping the pedals, she moved 
her ’Mech forward while overriding the channel, forcing her unit to com-
municate only within their Star while she spoke to all of them.

“Settle down, Cobras. Keep to your target or engage one if you have 
not. Keep the chatter down. Over.” She knew that her advice would help 
some but others would remain panicked. Her forces were by no means 
the elite of her Clan. An alert chirped as the tactical display showed three 
lights fade out. One of the blue Horned Owls was down but so were two 
of her ’Mechs. Turning a corner, she ran head� rst into an enemy.

The Coyotl leapt on plasma jets over Anja’s head, raining laser pulses 
and missiles on her. She managed to track it with her autocannons but 
the too-few rounds that hit barely scratched the armor of the squat 
’Mech’s body. The Coyotes had tricked her. They swapped for a second 
variant of their ’Mech in violation of batchall, something that the Khan—
or even the Grand Council—would address. She spun her Great Wyrm 
around to face her opponent and prevent a good chance of having her 
rear armor penetrated.

Time slowed to a crawl. Perhaps combat was so ingrained in her 
that her mind seemed to work faster. But it was if all her senses ceased 
working except vision. The enemy was readjusting after the jump to get 
a good shot at her. The wide arms raising, the deadly barrel of a large 
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INTRODUCTION
Since our relocation to the Inner Sphere, our new citizens have not learned our history. To them, after the liberation of the Pentagon worlds in 

Operation Klondike, the Clans sprang, fully formed as they are, to simmer until Revival. As annoying as that is, worse still is the danger that future 
generations will not know, and we will forever be an occupation force and never a uni� ed society. Some of our future warriors may come from these 
people. In light of that, I have commissioned this work, an overview of when most of the Clans became who they are, including ours. This document 
will touch on the most important events and parties of the Golden Century. Hopefully this will spur some readers to investigate deeper into our his-
tory, to read more detailed accounts and become more involved in our new family.

—Temuchin Amirault
Loremaster

Clan Hell’s Horses
14 April 3081

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
Era Digest: Golden Century is a stand-alone product that takes a deeper look at the time when the Clans formed their distinct cultures and 

philosophies. While this book is primarily a sourcebook about an era and setting often glossed over in BattleTech lore, it also contains rules both for 
playing within the Golden Century and with early Clan units in this pivotal time in history.

The � rst section, The Golden Age, is a summary of the events of the Golden Century and the changes that the Clans experienced during that time. 
This section goes in depth into some of the turning points of the era, both for individual Clans as well as the Clans as a whole.

Clan Mongoose takes a look at the only Clan that didn’t survive the Golden Century. Unlike Clan Widowmaker, Clan Mongoose had a brief 
chance to begin to shape their personality and culture before their fall. The writings of one of the last Mongoose warriors provide a deep look into 
that lost Clan.

Order Through Con� ict is a mixture of sourcebook material and guide for players and gamemasters who wish to use the Clan Trial systems in their 
games. Each individual Trial is looked at with suggestions on how and when to apply them to your campaign.

Finally, the Golden Century Rules section describes four ’Mechs that were important or indicative of the Golden Century, including the � rst Om-
niMechs as well as some other notable � rsts of that time. This section also includes Random Assignment Tables (RATs) to make it easy to quickly roll 
forces that � t well in that era, and role-playing information for players wishing to experiment with the early Clan development setting.

The book concludes with Record Sheets, a collection of record sheets for units found in this book. Not only are the variants from the featured 
Golden Century ’Mechs presented, but also a WarShip and aerospace � ghter that were important to the late Clan Mongoose.

One � nal note for wary players: Each sourcebook section re� ects the bias and writing style of the author, this should be taken into consideration 
before declaring a Trial of Grievance on fellow players over interpretations of these sections.
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help of the other Clans, they managed to track down all of the warriors 
from Clan Widowmaker, even those in the most remote outposts. After 
the � erce � ghting, the Wolves emerged victorious and with even greater 
assets. This threatened many other Clans, especially the Jade Falcons.

They went before the Council and asked that the remnants of Clan 
Widowmaker be split amongst the Clans, rather than make one Clan so 
powerful that it would imbalance the Clans as a whole. While many of 
the Khans were interested in the resources their Clans could gain, this 
went against Nicholas Kerensky’s writings. To the victor go the spoils. If 
it were to be done in an Absorption, could it not then be done after a 
Trial of Possession? It would undermine the entire point of the Trials, as it 
would be better to sit back and risk nothing to receive a share of the win-
nings. The assistance that the other Clans had given was not in combat, 
but rather in determining that the Absorption was complete. Thus the 
Falcon petition was voted down.

Under the leadership of ilKhan Jerome Winson, rebuilding continued 
on the Pentagon worlds. The Clans focused heavily on infrastructure and 
the basic necessities of life. Nicholas Kerensky had begun a mandatory 
marriage policy, requiring all members of the lower castes to be wed 
by the time they turned twenty-� ve. Those that were not were assigned 
a mate by their caste. Over time this has changed, as Clan society has 
changed. Marriage has been done away with as an instrument of the 
Clan, while each lower caste member is assigned a procreation mate 
shortly after birth. This resulted in a large in� ux of members of the lower 
castes in the late ‘30s. Exploration had begun but was slowed by the war-
riors so that they could keep control of the situation.

A BOLD NEW TIME
As the lower castes grew, so did the warriors. Genetic manipula-

tion—eugenics—was started among the fertilized eggs that would be-
come the next generation of warriors. In time this would follow with the 
lower castes to a limited degree, but just as today the Clans use much 
more resources on their warriors. With most adults working long hours, 
either as warriors or members of the lower castes, children, both free-
born and the newly-created trueborn, began to be raised by a commu-
nity rather than a nuclear family. While this has continued, the division 
between warrior and lower caste has increased. While a member of the 
lower caste will still have interaction with their o� spring, warriors will 
likely never have contact with theirs. A few might interact as part of the 
military, but only on a strictly professional basis. Most warriors who earn 
the right to pass on their genes would not even survive to an age where 
they will have a chance to interact with their children as members of the 
warrior caste.

As the family unit changed, so did other parts of Clan society. Rela-
tionships became more about o� spring than the actual people involved 
and marriage all but vanished even as a religious or societal construct. 
With no expectations of � delity and control of fertility, sexual relation-
ships became more open. The warriors were not particular on who lived 
with whom, so typically lower caste members would reside with those 
they felt close to, be it familial, romantically or just friendship. Regular 
visits to one’s “spouse” to ful� ll the duty to the Clan could occur while 
still seeing people that one was attracted to. Thus the Clans tend to have 
open relationships with sexuality and romance not that di� erent from 
the Magistracy of Canopus. Where, for example, members of the One 
Star Faith would � nd such behavior reprehensible, it is merely a people 
adjusting to their circumstances.

THE GOLDEN AGE
The Romans had Pax Romana. The Terran Alliance had the early 

Twenty-Second Century. The Inner Sphere had the Star League. Times of 
peace and prosperity, or least that’s how they look through the lenses of 
nostalgia and time. The Clans had their Golden Century, a time � lled with 
prosperity and plenty of con� ict. These were still the Clans; combat was 
still a way of life and they continued to develop it, honing their meth-
ods, tactics, equipment and even the very nature of their warriors. While 
the Clans as a whole � ourished, some Clans changed, some began the 
journey to self-destruction. One did not even make it out of the Golden 
Century.

Eighteen Clans entered the Golden Century, generally considered 
2830 to 2930, though few would include Nicholas Kerensky’s death and 
the subsequent absorption of Clan Widowmaker by Clan Wolf. Much of 
the history that is taught, both to our people and to those we encoun-
ter, suggests that for the most part the Clans � nished developing at the 
beginning of the Golden Century. While much of the basis for the Clans 
was set under the Great Founder there was more to our society than 
expanding technology, territory and Toumans after his passing. Both 
individually, and as a collective, we grew politically and socially.

WIDOWS THEMSELVES
The beginning of the Golden Century was anything but golden. 

Reeling from the pain caused by the Not-Named Clan, Nicholas Kerensky 
worked hard to rebuild the Clans’ faith in the system and in one another. 
Clan Widowmaker is recorded as having slaughtered much of their mer-
chant caste in retribution for some action or demand. With the Widow-
makers already competing against the Wolves for resources and respect, 
they found themselves with a two-front battle: guns on one side and 
strikes on the other. Fearing that the Founder’s Clan was manipulating 
the situation with their merchants, Widowmaker Khan Cal Jorgensson 
accused Khan Jerome Winson of interfering. 

Khan Winson refuted the claim and responded that the massacre 
of the civilians under their protection showed that the Widowmaker 
warriors were not � t to lead. After nearly a week of arguing in the Grand 
Council the vote came down in favor of Clan Widowmaker’s Absorption. 
The Widowmakers had earned the enmity of too many powerful Clans 
and had not built enough alliances with other Clans. They immediately 
demanded, and were given, a Trial of Refusal. The Wolves bid hard in 
order to win the right to refute the Widowmakers’ refusal. 

The great battle started between nearly equal Clusters on both 
sides. The Wolves had one extra Star. The Grand Council, led by ilKhan 
Kerensky, watched from their ’Mechs, ready to intercede if either side 
ignored Clan protocols. The two Khans eventually found one another 
and started a Trial of Grievance in the middle of the battle. As the two 
warriors faced o� , the rest of the battle died down. Everyone watched 
as Khan Winson gained the upper hand but was interrupted by a Star of 
Widowmaker ’Mechs.

The entire Council moved in to protect the Wolf Khan from such un-
Clanlike behavior. Sadly, a laser from Khan Jorgensson’s Highlander shat-
tered the head of the ilKhan’s ’Mech and killed him. Jorgensson claimed 
it was an accident, but how could he not? With the death of the Great 
Founder, no matter whether accidental or intentional, Clan Wolf � ew into 
a rage and fought the despised Clan to the death for three days. With the 

help of the other Clans, they managed to track down all of the warriors 
from Clan Widowmaker, even those in the most remote outposts. After 
the � erce � ghting, the Wolves emerged victorious and with even greater 
assets. This threatened many other Clans, especially the Jade Falcons.

They went before the Council and asked that the remnants of Clan 
Widowmaker be split amongst the Clans, rather than make one Clan so 
powerful that it would imbalance the Clans as a whole. While many of 
the Khans were interested in the resources their Clans could gain, this 
went against Nicholas Kerensky’s writings. To the victor go the spoils. If 
it were to be done in an Absorption, could it not then be done after a 
Trial of Possession? It would undermine the entire point of the Trials, as it 
would be better to sit back and risk nothing to receive a share of the win-
nings. The assistance that the other Clans had given was not in combat, 
but rather in determining that the Absorption was complete. Thus the 
Falcon petition was voted down.

Under the leadership of ilKhan Jerome Winson, rebuilding continued 
on the Pentagon worlds. The Clans focused heavily on infrastructure and 
the basic necessities of life. Nicholas Kerensky had begun a mandatory 
marriage policy, requiring all members of the lower castes to be wed 
by the time they turned twenty-� ve. Those that were not were assigned 
a mate by their caste. Over time this has changed, as Clan society has 
changed. Marriage has been done away with as an instrument of the 
Clan, while each lower caste member is assigned a procreation mate 
shortly after birth. This resulted in a large in� ux of members of the lower 
castes in the late ‘30s. Exploration had begun but was slowed by the war-
riors so that they could keep control of the situation.

A BOLD NEW TIME
As the lower castes grew, so did the warriors. Genetic manipula-

tion—eugenics—was started among the fertilized eggs that would be-
come the next generation of warriors. In time this would follow with the 
lower castes to a limited degree, but just as today the Clans use much 
more resources on their warriors. With most adults working long hours, 
either as warriors or members of the lower castes, children, both free-
born and the newly-created trueborn, began to be raised by a commu-
nity rather than a nuclear family. While this has continued, the division 
between warrior and lower caste has increased. While a member of the 
lower caste will still have interaction with their o� spring, warriors will 
likely never have contact with theirs. A few might interact as part of the 
military, but only on a strictly professional basis. Most warriors who earn 
the right to pass on their genes would not even survive to an age where 
they will have a chance to interact with their children as members of the 
warrior caste.

As the family unit changed, so did other parts of Clan society. Rela-
tionships became more about o� spring than the actual people involved 
and marriage all but vanished even as a religious or societal construct. 
With no expectations of � delity and control of fertility, sexual relation-
ships became more open. The warriors were not particular on who lived 
with whom, so typically lower caste members would reside with those 
they felt close to, be it familial, romantically or just friendship. Regular 
visits to one’s “spouse” to ful� ll the duty to the Clan could occur while 
still seeing people that one was attracted to. Thus the Clans tend to have 
open relationships with sexuality and romance not that di� erent from 
the Magistracy of Canopus. Where, for example, members of the One 
Star Faith would � nd such behavior reprehensible, it is merely a people 
adjusting to their circumstances.

THE GOLDEN AGE
The Romans had Pax Romana. The Terran Alliance had the early 

Twenty-Second Century. The Inner Sphere had the Star League. Times of 
peace and prosperity, or least that’s how they look through the lenses of 
nostalgia and time. The Clans had their Golden Century, a time � lled with 
prosperity and plenty of con� ict. These were still the Clans; combat was 
still a way of life and they continued to develop it, honing their meth-
ods, tactics, equipment and even the very nature of their warriors. While 
the Clans as a whole � ourished, some Clans changed, some began the 
journey to self-destruction. One did not even make it out of the Golden 
Century.

Eighteen Clans entered the Golden Century, generally considered 
2830 to 2930, though few would include Nicholas Kerensky’s death and 
the subsequent absorption of Clan Widowmaker by Clan Wolf. Much of 
the history that is taught, both to our people and to those we encoun-
ter, suggests that for the most part the Clans � nished developing at the 
beginning of the Golden Century. While much of the basis for the Clans 
was set under the Great Founder there was more to our society than 
expanding technology, territory and Toumans after his passing. Both 
individually, and as a collective, we grew politically and socially.

WIDOWS THEMSELVES
The beginning of the Golden Century was anything but golden. 

Reeling from the pain caused by the Not-Named Clan, Nicholas Kerensky 
worked hard to rebuild the Clans’ faith in the system and in one another. 
Clan Widowmaker is recorded as having slaughtered much of their mer-
chant caste in retribution for some action or demand. With the Widow-
makers already competing against the Wolves for resources and respect, 
they found themselves with a two-front battle: guns on one side and 
strikes on the other. Fearing that the Founder’s Clan was manipulating 
the situation with their merchants, Widowmaker Khan Cal Jorgensson 
accused Khan Jerome Winson of interfering. 

Khan Winson refuted the claim and responded that the massacre 
of the civilians under their protection showed that the Widowmaker 
warriors were not � t to lead. After nearly a week of arguing in the Grand 
Council the vote came down in favor of Clan Widowmaker’s Absorption. 
The Widowmakers had earned the enmity of too many powerful Clans 
and had not built enough alliances with other Clans. They immediately 
demanded, and were given, a Trial of Refusal. The Wolves bid hard in 
order to win the right to refute the Widowmakers’ refusal. 

The great battle started between nearly equal Clusters on both 
sides. The Wolves had one extra Star. The Grand Council, led by ilKhan 
Kerensky, watched from their ’Mechs, ready to intercede if either side 
ignored Clan protocols. The two Khans eventually found one another 
and started a Trial of Grievance in the middle of the battle. As the two 
warriors faced o� , the rest of the battle died down. Everyone watched 
as Khan Winson gained the upper hand but was interrupted by a Star of 
Widowmaker ’Mechs.

The entire Council moved in to protect the Wolf Khan from such un-
Clanlike behavior. Sadly, a laser from Khan Jorgensson’s Highlander shat-Highlander shat-Highlander
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a rage and fought the despised Clan to the death for three days. With the 
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A�  liation Restrictions
Due to the extreme isolation of the Clan homeworlds, Golden 

Century characters cannot be created who have origins in any of the af-
� liations of the Inner Sphere, Periphery, or Deep Periphery. Furthermore, 
the Invading Clan A�  liation is unavailable for the Golden Century, as the 
Clans have yet to invade the Inner Sphere.

Early Clan Eugenics
The Clan eugenics program did not o�  cially begin until 2819. Even 

so, it would be roughly forty years before the distinctive phenotypes 
known in the present day would begin to emerge. To re� ect this, the fol-
lowing modi� cations apply to Clan characters created in this period:

• Golden Century characters may not choose a phenotype other 
than “Normal Human” without possessing the Trueborn Trait. (This 
is unlike post-Golden Century characters, who may be freeborn 
with Phenotype Traits due to interbreeding.)

• Golden Century characters born prior to 2860 who choose any 
of the phenotypes receive +100 XP toward their Reputation Trait, 
and –50 XP toward their CHA Attribute. However, these same 
characters may not apply any of the other modi� ers for these 
phenotypes prior to 2860. 

• For characters born from 2860 through 2900, apply the ap-
propriate Phenotype modi� ers shown in the Golden Century 
Phenotypes Table. These re� ect “emergent” Phenotype Traits and 
replace those shown on p. 122 of AToW.

• For characters born after 2900 through 2950, apply the appropri-
ate Phenotype modi� ers as shown on p. 122 of AToW—but also 
apply a –1 CHA Attribute modi� er (and reduce the maximum CHA 
score to 7) for all Phenotypes other than “Normal Human”.

• For characters born after 2950, standard Clan Phenotype rules 
apply.

Golden Century Clan A�  liations
The A�  liations rules described below replace those featured in A 

Time of War. A�  liations present in A Time of War that are not discussed 
here are una� ected by the era of play and characters may be created 
from those basic rules without modi� cation. These A�  liations rules ap-
ply primarily to the use of the Life Modules form of character creation, 
but can also serve as a guide for creating characters using the Points-
only method.

GOLDEN CENTURY 
RULES

The Clans’ Golden Century (2830 to 2930) was a time of growth and 
self-discovery for Kerensky’s Clans. It was in this period that the various 
Clan factions truly forged their identities, shedding the last of their Inner 
Sphere morés as technology and exploration proceeded apace. While the 
Inner Sphere fell into ruin, Clans rose (and fell), enhancing their military 
prowess and solidifying the culture that would support it.

The following special rules allow players to add the unique � avor of 
the Golden Century era to their BattleTech war games and role-playing 
campaigns. All of these rules are considered Advanced and optional, and 
thus players and gamemasters should agree to their use before intro-
ducing them to their campaigns. For the players’ convenience, the rules 
presented in this section are divided into two broad sections, the � rst—
Role-Playing Rules—addresses elements of gameplay more appropriate 
to games played using the role-playing rules presented in A Time of War 
(AToW). The second part—BattleTech Rules—covers changes to the Ran-
dom Assignment Tables and new units appropriate for the tabletop war 
game de� ned by Total Warfare (TW), and Tactical Operations (TO). Players 
may use either of these rulesets individually (or both, concurrently) with 
the modi� cations described here.

ROLE-PLAYING RULES
The following rules for the Golden Century cover role-playing cam-

paigns using the core rules primarily found in A Time of War. It should be 
cautioned, however, that the time of the Golden Century was one of great 
changes in the Clan homeworlds, changes that are beyond the brief rules 
presented here to fully explore. These rules should thus be viewed as a 
starting point for creating characters in the Golden Century era.

Creating Characters in the Early Clan Invasion
Although the core rules found in A Time of War may be used to play 

characters in a broad range of eras, it is di�  cult to communicate the 
nuances of the various time periods of BattleTech history in just one 
rulebook. To re� ect these subtle di� erences, the following rule modi� ca-
tions apply to creating A Time of War characters in the Clan homeworlds 
during the Golden Century, and may be used for any characters created 
from roughly 2800 through 2950.

ATTRIBUTE MODIFIERS MAXIMUM*

Phenotype STR BOD DEX RFL INT WIL CHA EDG BONUS

Normal Human +0 (8) +0 (8) +0 (8) +0 (8) +0 (8) +0 (8) +0 (9) +0 (9) None

Aerospace –1 (7) –1 (7) +1 (9) +1 (9) +0 (9) +0 (8) –1 (7) +0 (8) G-Tolerance, Glass Jaw

Elemental +1 (9) +1 (9) –1 (7) +0 (8) +0 (8) +0 (9) –1 (7) +0 (8) Toughness

MechWarrior +0 (8) +0 (8) +1 (9) +1 (9) +0 (8) +1 (9) –1 (7) +0 (8) Compulsion/Arrogant (–1 TP)

*Increase Maximum Attribute value by 1 if the character possesses the relevant Exceptional Attribute Trait.

GOLDEN CENTURY PHENOTYPES (2860 THROUGH 2900)
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� liations of the Inner Sphere, Periphery, or Deep Periphery. Furthermore, 
the Invading Clan A�  liation is unavailable for the Golden Century, as the 
Clans have yet to invade the Inner Sphere.

Early Clan Eugenics
The Clan eugenics program did not o�  cially begin until 2819. Even 

so, it would be roughly forty years before the distinctive phenotypes 
known in the present day would begin to emerge. To re� ect this, the fol-
lowing modi� cations apply to Clan characters created in this period:

• Golden Century characters may not choose a phenotype other 
than “Normal Human” without possessing the Trueborn Trait. (This 
is unlike post-Golden Century characters, who may be freeborn 
with Phenotype Traits due to interbreeding.)

• Golden Century characters born prior to 2860 who choose any 
of the phenotypes receive +100 XP toward their Reputation Trait, 
and –50 XP toward their CHA Attribute. However, these same 
characters may not apply any of the other modi� ers for these 
phenotypes prior to 2860. 

• For characters born from 2860 through 2900, apply the ap-
propriate Phenotype modi� ers shown in the Golden Century 
Phenotypes Table. These re� ect “emergent” Phenotype Traits and 
replace those shown on p. 122 of AToW.AToW.AToW

• For characters born after 2900 through 2950, apply the appropri-
ate Phenotype modi� ers as shown on p. 122 of AToW—but also AToW—but also AToW
apply a –1 CHA Attribute modi� er (and reduce the maximum CHA 
score to 7) for all Phenotypes other than “Normal Human”.

• For characters born after 2950, standard Clan Phenotype rules 
apply.

Golden Century Clan A�  liations
The A�  liations rules described below replace those featured in A 

Time of War. A�  liations present in A Time of War that are not discussed A Time of War that are not discussed A Time of War
here are una� ected by the era of play and characters may be created 
from those basic rules without modi� cation. These A�  liations rules ap-
ply primarily to the use of the Life Modules form of character creation, 
but can also serve as a guide for creating characters using the Points-
only method.

GOLDEN CENTURY 
RULES

The Clans’ Golden Century (2830 to 2930) was a time of growth and 
self-discovery for Kerensky’s Clans. It was in this period that the various 
Clan factions truly forged their identities, shedding the last of their Inner 
Sphere morés as technology and exploration proceeded apace. While the 
Inner Sphere fell into ruin, Clans rose (and fell), enhancing their military 
prowess and solidifying the culture that would support it.

The following special rules allow players to add the unique � avor of 
the Golden Century era to their BattleTech war games and role-playing 
campaigns. All of these rules are considered Advanced and optional, and 
thus players and gamemasters should agree to their use before intro-
ducing them to their campaigns. For the players’ convenience, the rules 
presented in this section are divided into two broad sections, the � rst—
Role-Playing Rules—addresses elements of gameplay more appropriate 
to games played using the role-playing rules presented in A Time of War 
(AToW(AToW( ). The second part—AToW). The second part—AToW BattleTech Rules—covers changes to the Ran-
dom Assignment Tables and new units appropriate for the tabletop war 
game de� ned by Total Warfare (TW), and TW), and TW Tactical Operations (TO). Players 
may use either of these rulesets individually (or both, concurrently) with 
the modi� cations described here.

ROLE-PLAYING RULES
The following rules for the Golden Century cover role-playing cam-

paigns using the core rules primarily found in A Time of War. It should be 
cautioned, however, that the time of the Golden Century was one of great 
changes in the Clan homeworlds, changes that are beyond the brief rules 
presented here to fully explore. These rules should thus be viewed as a 
starting point for creating characters in the Golden Century era.

Creating Characters in the Early Clan Invasion
Although the core rules found in A Time of War may be used to play A Time of War may be used to play A Time of War

characters in a broad range of eras, it is di�  cult to communicate the 
nuances of the various time periods of BattleTech history in just one 
rulebook. To re� ect these subtle di� erences, the following rule modi� ca-
tions apply to creating A Time of War characters in the Clan homeworlds A Time of War characters in the Clan homeworlds A Time of War
during the Golden Century, and may be used for any characters created 
from roughly 2800 through 2950.

ATTRIBUTE MODIFIERS MAXIMUM*

Phenotype STR BOD DEX RFL INT WIL CHA EDG BONUS

Normal Human +0 (8) +0 (8) +0 (8) +0 (8) +0 (8) +0 (8) +0 (9) +0 (9) None

Aerospace –1 (7) –1 (7) +1 (9) +1 (9) +0 (9) +0 (8) –1 (7) +0 (8) G-Tolerance, Glass Jaw

Elemental +1 (9) +1 (9) –1 (7) +0 (8) +0 (8) +0 (9) –1 (7) +0 (8) Toughness

MechWarrior +0 (8) +0 (8) +1 (9) +1 (9) +0 (8) +1 (9) –1 (7) +0 (8) Compulsion/Arrogant (–1 TP)

*Increase Maximum Attribute value by 1 if the character possesses the relevant Exceptional Attribute Trait.

GOLDEN CENTURY PHENOTYPES (2860 THROUGH 2900)
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and provided some accuracy. Pilots assigned this con� guration learned 
to save their LRMs for good shots, as it had half the salvo of the smaller 
rack, while the Streak’s aiming system allowed them to use that more 
liberally than their lasers.

For the battle of Roenich, the � rst alternate con� guration was brought 
into play. The con� ned quarters called for more mobility than even the 
primary version o� ered but didn’t require long-ranged � re. Replacing 
the PPC was a large pulse laser, with plenty of reach and even more ac-
curacy. The long-range missiles were dropped in favor of another Streak 
system pulling on the same ammo bin as the � rst. This was still enough 
endurance for the Clan’s quick, brutal � ghts. The pulse laser of the prime 
con� guration was dropped to a smaller pulse laser, which also provided 
some antipersonnel capability. More importantly, it enabled the design to 
mount seven jump jets. While amazingly e� ective in the battle of Roenich, 
where the Cloud Cobras were expecting the prime con� guration, this 
mobility was useful even when it isn’t a surprise to the enemy. 

 
Type: Coyotl
Technology Base: Clan
Tonnage: 40
Battle Value: 1,974

Equipment   Mass
Internal Structure: Endo Steel  2
Engine:  280 XL  8
 Walking MP:  7
 Running MP:  11
 Jumping MP:  0

NEW UNITS
The following units re� ect a few of the earliest new BattleMechs (and 

� rst generation OmniMechs) that debuted during the Golden Century. 

COYOTL
Mass: 40 tons
Chassis: Coyotl
Power Plant: Pitban 280 XL
Cruising Speed: 76 kph
Maximum Speed: 119 kph
Jump Jets: None
 Jump Capacity: None
Armor: CI Standard
Armament:
 15.5 tons of pod space available
Manufacturer: Drennan Industriplex

Primary Factory: Tamaron
Communications System: CI-Com 2
Targeting and Tracking System: CI-X 2

Overview
The Coyotl was both ahead of and behind its time. Although a natural 

conclusion to the easily removable weapons of the Mercury, the violence 
at the end of the Star League and the beginning of the Clans prevented 
it from coming to fruition. In any other Clan the scientists would not 
have had the freedom to explore the advantages of quickly replaceable 
armament and equipment. Early prototypes of the Coyotl included an 
extended-range particle cannon with the rest of the armament being 
based around that, but designers decided that having the entire payload 
changeable would allow for greater � exibility.

While the Coyotl was an e� ective design in its own right, as an 
OmniMech it shined even more. The ability to change con� guration al-
lowed it to dominate the strategic battle� eld. Sadly, the Coyotes rested 
on their laurels with the Coyotl. The design was never updated and 
replacement parts became scarce as factories were lost when Coyote 
fortune waned. The Coyotl ceased production in 2943 and the facility 
was mothballed.

Capabilities
Coyote scientists gave the � rst OmniMech some zip, with an extra-

light engine allowing the machine to easily exceed 100 kph. Another 
weight-reducing construction item, an endo steel frame, supports the 
’Mech while freeing up another � ve percent of its total mass. This allows 
the nimble Coyotl to deliver its package of � fteen and a half tons of arma-
ment wherever it is needed in a short period of time. Protecting it are 
eight and a half tons of armor, about as much as the chassis can handle.

The � rst load-out observed in battle centered on the extended-range 
particle cannon that designers initially thought to build the design 
around. The well-rounded version added a pair of missile weapons to 
keep the toll on the cooling system down. A long-range ten-pack gave it 
reach while a four-tube Streak system gave it hitting power up close. A 
pulse laser gave it more close range power that wasn’t ammo dependent 

and provided some accuracy. Pilots assigned this con� guration learned 
to save their LRMs for good shots, as it had half the salvo of the smaller 
rack, while the Streak’s aiming system allowed them to use that more 
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endurance for the Clan’s quick, brutal � ghts. The pulse laser of the prime 
con� guration was dropped to a smaller pulse laser, which also provided 
some antipersonnel capability. More importantly, it enabled the design to 
mount seven jump jets. While amazingly e� ective in the battle of Roenich, 
where the Cloud Cobras were expecting the prime con� guration, this 
mobility was useful even when it isn’t a surprise to the enemy. 
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light engine allowing the machine to easily exceed 100 kph. Another 
weight-reducing construction item, an endo steel frame, supports the 
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